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WELCOME
In this edition of the Priority Pass Program Update
New Digital Features
Read about the latest digital features we are
getting ready to launch

New to Priority Pass
Find out about new lounge additions to the
Priority Pass program for November so far

New Lounge Addition in Key Location
Priority Pass welcomes the new Aspire Lounge at
Edinburgh International Airport, Scotland

Lounge of the Year Awards
Lounges worldwide are getting ready for the
15th Priority Pass Lounge of the Year Awards

Highlights of the Month
Check out a handful of our most “Instagrammable
lounges” in this month’s highlights
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NEW DIGITAL
FEATURES
Developer Portal
It’s a constant challenge for organisations to be able to offer new, exciting and innovative
features to their customers – and at Collinson we want to help. Last year we released
developer access to our API suite within our key lounge and travel benefit programs, to help
you seamlessly integrate business services across your digital customer touchpoints.

Enhancing the developer experience
The Collinson Developer Portal is a self-service
support hub to provide organisations with the
best possible developer experience for our
API suite. This portal showcases flexible
integration options via our API suite; it will not
only support commercial and marketing
conversations but will ultimately empower
your developer and technical teams.
Developers will have access to onboarding
documentation, integration guides,
troubleshooting references, and case studies
to understand how other organisations are
utilising the API suite to create exceptional
customer journeys.

The Collinson Developer Portal is coming soon. If
you’d like to find out more, please speak to your
Collinson representative.
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NEW DIGITAL
FEATURES
New Priority Pass Enrolment API
We’re pleased to announce that we’ve recently re-launched our Customer Enrolment &
Management API as part of our suite of digital solutions for Priority Pass.

This re-launch helps you to
provide a seamless experience
for your customers, when they
register for the Priority Pass
program. The API integrates our
current enrolment journey
directly into your native web
and app services, helping to
increase usage engagement
with your customer touchpoints.

If you are
The Customer Enrolment & Management API also opens up
a whole range of Priority Pass digital features for your

interested in
hearing more

customers. They will be able to benefit from services such as

about this

our Digital Membership Card, Lounge Finder and Visit History,

upgraded feature,
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your digital services. These can be tailored to your

representative will

preferences and brand, to help you create a unique travel
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experience for your customers.
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*API availability is dependant on your deal. Please
speak to your account manager for further details.
**Indicative imagery. Will vary per partner.

NEW DIGITAL
FEATURES
Lounge Filters
We’re currently working to make improvements to our lounge updates page on the Priority
Pass website, following feedback from customers.
Our lounge and airport experiences network is constantly evolving and growing. To create
a more positive user experience and to update customers with real-time information on
changes, this page will allow customers to filter updates by month & region. This should
make lounge additions and changes easier find.

Once launched, we’ll be monitoring usage of this page to ensure the changes are
improving user experiences. We will also be utilising this page as an alternative version of
our published Stop Press.

We’ll let you know when the page is live, you can then
access it on the Priority Pass website.
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NEW TO
PRIORITY PASS
There are now 1319 lounges in the Priority Pass program, including 60 lounge
alternatives. Here are some of the new additions from the past month:

CHINA, No. 7 First Class
VIP Lounge, Changsha
Huanghua International
Airport (CSX11)

ITALY, Prima Vista
Lounge, Cagliari
Elmas (CAG)

SPAIN, Tramuntana
Lounge, Menorca
Airport (MAH)

SPAIN, Jable VIP Lounge,
Airport De Fuerteventura
(FUE)

UNITED KINGDOM, Aspire
Lounge, Edinburgh
International (EDI)

USA, The Club SJC A8,
San Jose CA Mineta Intl
(SJC) Terminal A

View all the latest additions online here
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*Additional cardholder fee applies

So far this month there have been 12 new additions to Priority Pass taking
the total to 1319. Five airports have been welcomed to the program.

New lounges in current airports

New airport coverage

•Amsterdam, Netherlands

•Cagliari, Italy

•Bangalore, India (x2 lounges)

•Fuerteventura, Spain

•Changsha, China

•Menorca, Spain

•Edinburgh, United Kingdom

•Santiago de Compostela, Spain

•Miami, USA

•Tacna, Peru

•San Jose, USA
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NEW LOUNGE
FEATURE
Priority Pass welcomes the addition of the
Aspire Lounge in Edinburgh International Airport
On October 29th, the new Aspire lounge opened it’s
doors at Edinburgh International Airport, in Scotland, for
Priority Pass Members. Open from 04:30 – 21:00 daily,
the latest addition to the Aspire Lounges family offers a
fantastic variety of food, snacks, and drinks in a
comfortable, contemporary setting.
This lounge is the second Aspire lounge to
open at Edinburgh Airport.
To suit all types of visitors, the Aspire lounge boasts work booths for those travelling for business, which work
as an office away from the office. Additionally, for those travelling for leisure, family booths include
personal televisions and relaxing seating areas to accompany the tableside charging facilities and
complimentary magazines.
The newest lounge at Edinburgh also offers a free,
unlimited WiFi service which allows Members to catch
up on those last minute emails, or even download the
latest, bestselling book. They could even be the envy of
friends and check-in on Social Media while enjoying a
complimentary glass of single malt Spey Whisky.

The Edinburgh Aspire lounge offers the exclusive
SPEY Tenné single malt whisky. With a sweet,
warm honey taste, and an elegant yet balanced
chocolate and vanilla aftertaste, the SPEY Tenné
is much sought after and highly regarded
amongst whisky lovers.
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LOUNGE OF
THE YEAR AWARDS
It is time for lounges worldwide to get ready for the 15th Priority Pass
Lounge of the Year Awards, with winners announced February 2020.
Providing an enhanced airport experience is essential for driving customer satisfaction.
In response, lounges available to Priority Pass members have changed not only in number, but
also to offer differentiated amenities, a wider variety of spaces, and seamless digital technologies.

Lounges have evolved to keep pace with the
ever-changing landscape of travel, and the
Lounge of the Year Awards recognise these
efforts. The Awards are based on the ratings
and reviews Priority Pass’s millions of members
leave throughout the year; taking into
consideration guest feedback across several
different categories such as business facilities,
comfort, service from lounge staff and food
and drink options.

The Priority Pass network includes major hubs such as London Heathrow, Atlanta, JFK, Singapore and
Hong Kong. Every year, each region boasts both a winning and highly-commended lounge, as well as
one overall, stand-out, global winner.
Past winners of the Awards have received their accolades thanks to their incredible views,
private suites, spa treatments and business facilities. Last year’s global winner, Sala VIP Internacional in
Quito International Airport, was called out for its amazing terrace with sunset views, dedicated
sleeping areas, massage rooms and a wonderful menu from renowned local chef, Andrés Miño.
Members have until January to provide feedback which counts for this year’s Awards. Lounges can
be rated on the Priority Pass website or via the new review feature within the Priority Pass mobile app.
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*Additional cardholder fee applies

HIGHLIGHTS
OF THE MONTH
As a traveller, your cardholders wish for a place of quiet and retreat at an airport
lounge. However, in this Digital Age, they also wish to share their experience with
followers on Social Media. Below are a handful of our lounges that are
particularly “Instagrammable”:
VIP Lounge
Punta Cana International Airport, Dominican Republic

The VIP Lounge in Terminal B offers traditional amenities
alongside a unique one; an outdoor swimming pool. The infinity
pool has amazing views and overlooks the airport runway,
making a visit to this lounge a memorable one. Members can
enjoy the bar and buffet while relaxing by the pool, in the Punta
Cana sun – all while capturing the perfect Instagram.

Almost@home Lounge
Helsinki Vantaa Airport, Finland

Welcoming all who need a break from the fast pace of the
airport, the Almost@home lounge presents a cosy and relaxing
atmosphere for Priority Pass members. From speciality secondhand Artek furniture to a whole bookshelf of books, conveying a
feeling that the premises were shaped over the years – this
lounge is sure to feel like a home away from home.

Miracle Co-Working Space Lounge

Bangkok Don Mueang International Airport, Thailand

Located in Terminal 2, Members can use this co-working space
to catch up on work in private while enjoying a wide range of
complimentary snacks and refreshments. This modern lounge
features meeting areas, private break-out spaces and calming
décor. The furniture, layout, patterns and endless plants allow
for plenty of photo opportunities.

Diamond Lounge
Abu Dhabi International Airport, United Arab Emirates

Priority Pass Members can live the VIP lifestyle while immersing
themselves in the undisturbed surroundings of the Diamond
Lounge. Accessed via the VIP terminal, the premium amenities
are designed exclusively for relaxation and comfort. Using the
complimentary high speed Wi-Fi access, it’ll be hard not to
share the experience on Instagram.
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HIGHLIGHTS
OF THE MONTH
An enjoyable airport lounge experience encourages travellers to share their encounter
on Instagram, to share these moments of satisfaction with peers. Members are frequently
posting photos of the lounge surroundings, the refreshments on offer, and selfies of them
enjoying the time they have in the lounge:
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